Comparison of current density viability imaging at rest with FDG-PET in patients after myocardial infarction.
The assessment of myocardial viability is a major diagnostic challenge in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) after myocardial infarction. Novel threedimensional current density (CD) imaging algorithms use high-resolution magnetic field mapping to determine the electrical activity of myocardial segments at rest. We, for the first time, compared CD activity obtained with several algorithms to 18-F-fluoro-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) in evaluation of myocardial viability. Magnetic field maps were obtained in nine adult patients (pt) with CAD and a history of infarction. The criterion for non-viable myocardium was an FDG-PET uptake with less than 45% of the maximum in the respective segments. CD imaging was applied to the left ventricle by using six different methods to solve the inverse problem. Mean CD activity was calculated for a close meshed grid of 90 locations of the left ventricle. A cardiologist compared bull's eye plots of CD and FDG-PET activity by eye. Spearman's correlation coefficients and specificity at a given level of sensitivity (70%) were calculated. Bull's eye plots revealed a significant correlation of CD/PET in 5 pt and no correlation in 3 pt. One pt had a negative correlation. The six different CD reconstruction methods performed similar. While CD reconstruction has the principal potential to image viable myocardium, we found that the reconstructed CD magnitude was low in scar segments but also reduced in some segments with preserved metabolic activity under resting conditions. New vector measurement techniques, the use of additional stress testing and advances in mathematical methodology are expected to improve CD imaging in future.